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differential compression testing

the propeller to prevent the engine from turning when air pressure is applied through the differential compression device to the combustion chamber. CAUTION. 
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CraffsiDaos-Coroer DIFFERENTIAL COMPRESSION TESTING Edited by Chuck Larsen, EAA Designee Director



There are two good indicators of an engine. The first, and most obvious, is its oil pressure and the second a differential compression check. The text and drawing that follow are from an A VCO Lycoming Service Instruction but are applicable to all aircraft engines. Please note those safety cautions offered and carefully consider each step for possible hazards before proceeding. — Editor The condition of the working parts in the combustion chamber of a cylinder can be determined by measuring the static leak rate of the cylinder as compared to the leak rate through an orifice of specified size. This is accomplished by attaching a differential compression measuring device, which incorporates the orifice, to one spark plug hole of the cylinder while the piston is at top center of the compression stroke. The piston is held at top dead center by firmly holding the propeller to prevent the engine from turning when air pressure is applied through the differential compression device to the combustion chamber. CAUTION



Use gloves or rags to protect the hands while holding the propeller blade. Also, before attaching the compression tester, check the air supply regulator to make sure the air pressure to the cylinder is not excessive.



To assure that the piston rings are seated, the propeller is moved slightly back and forth with a rocking motion while air pressure is applied; thus providing a more accurate reading. Meanwhile, a second person adjusts the air supply pressure to 80 psi, indicated on the supply pressure gauge of the differential compression device. Then, observation of the engine cylinder pressure gauge will give an indication of the condition of the parts in the compression chamber of the cylinder.
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Typical Differential Compression Measuring Device NOTE



The orifice size of the differential compression measuring device is critical if consistent and meaningful cylinder analysis are to be obtained; the larger the orifice the less chance of detecting potential problems. Therefore, a specific orifice size that provides an acceptable leak rate has been selected for all Avco Lycoming engines; the instructions described herein are based on this orifice which is .040 in. dia. (No. 60 drill) x .250 in. long, with entrance angle of 59°/60°.



(Ptioto by Marian Cavadias)



A differential compression tester demonstrated in the EAA Aviation Foundation Restoration facility.



NOTE



PROCEDURE



At any time loss of power, increasing oil consumption, hard starting or other evidence of unexplained abnormal operation is encountered, a compression check of the cylinders is recommended with equipment and in the manner described above by personnel experienced with the equipment and with the type of engine to be checked. In practice the procedure is as follows: 1. Operate the engine until normal cylinder head and oil temperatures are attained; then shut down the engine making sure that magneto switches and fuel supply



valves are shut off. Proceed with the test as soon as



possible after shut down. 2. Conduct the test in accordance with the test equipment manufacturer's recommendations. 3. Interpretation of the results of the test is highly dependent on the skill and judicious opinion of the tester; however, the following observations cover the principle factors to be noted: a. Pressure readings for all cylinders should be nearly



equal; a difference of 5 psi is satisfactory; a difference of 10 to 15 psi indicates an investigation should be made.



Unless the pressure difference exceeds 15



psi the investigation should not necessarily



mean removal of the cylinder; often a valve will reseat itself and result in acceptable compression during a later check which should be made within the next ten hours of operation.



If the pressure reading for all cylinders is equal and



above 75 psi; the engine is satisfactory; less than 70 psi indicates wear has occurred and subsequent compression checks should be made at 100 hour intervals to determine rate and amount of wear. If the wear rate increases rapidly, as indicated by appreciable decrease in cylinder pressure, removal and overhaul of the cylinders should be considered. Low pressure in a single cylinder is indicative of air passing by the piston or by the valve. Air discharged from the breather or oil filler tube indicates leakage in the area of the piston and rings.



Air discharged through the intake system indicates leakage at the intake valve. Air discharged from the exhaust system indicates leakage at the exhaust valve.
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Compression testing 

The classic method is a differential pressure test, also known as a leakdown. It is .... classic tool and traditional guidelines work fine for an owner who wishes to.
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Differential Compression Test 

KITPLANES December 2018 www.kitplanes.com & www.facebook.com/kitplanes. The differential compression test is a timer-honored tradition in aviation.
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Testing, Testing, Testing 

We have always done a lot of testing at RotorWay. ... zen. Because of RotorWay's decision the Scorpion is a much improved craft today over what it was 5 years ...
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compression tester 

Readers are invited to submit entries to EAA's Hints For Homebuilders, Att: Golda Cox, P.O. Box. 3086, Oshkosh, WI ... INTERNET http://www.airtechintl.com.
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Audio Compression 

This tutorial covers the theory behind MPEG/audio compression. This algorithm was developed by the Motion Picture Experts. Group (MPEG), as an International ...
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Differential GPS 

Feb 14, 2013 - Tiis iurticle cones the we of diferential corrections on GPS receivers. WHe the example of a Garmin receiver is used the article chordd be ...
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Differential 8 

errors to 0.002% or less for 1000Î© source impedances. A. 106Î© load impedance will .... seven (MPC507A) or 15 (MPC506A) OFF channels ap- pearing at the ...
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SOFTWARE TESTING 

CSIS0403 Implementation, Testing and Maintenance of Software Systems 2006-2007. Fundamentally: it is ... Tests are developed in an ad-hoc way after coding.
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Infectiologic differential diagnosis 

transmission are being discussed: mother-child transmission, blood transfusions, ...... [277] Francis DA, Brown A, Miller DH, Wiles CM, Bennett ED, Leigh N. MRI.
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Lecture 11: Differential Geometry 

Feb 28, 2000 - 11.1.3 NormalsandTangentPlanes . .... If a true differential geometer were to read these notes, he would probably cringe. This is a highly ...
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+ Differential stress - Olivier Lacombe 

Twinning of minerals depends on the magnitude of the shear stress which has been ..... and plotted with the theoretical curves for a critically stressed crust under ...
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STRUCTURAL TESTING 

complex wing testing project, a great deal can be accomplished with very ... (French Cricket) and 3(b) the compos- ite (wood?) solution. Wings of this kind should ...
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Image Compression Tool 
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compression tester - Size 

body punch at the local tool store that fit the rivet gun, and this ... complete the project as drawn. ... Repair Kits - Small quantity Kit of Vacuum Bagging materials.
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Working With Compression - Farbrausch 

To get good compression ratios, you need to know how compression ... Familiarity with mathematical notation can't hurt. ..... If you can't read that, just ignore it.
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Image Processing: Image Compression 

compression artifacts are introduced. â–« suitable for natural gray-level and color images such as photos. â–« best image quality at a given compression rate is the ...
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Pressure Testing 

Connect a pressure gauge to each inspection hole. ... CAUTION: Connect the pressure gauge securely; ... Line Pressure/Clutch Pressure Measurement. 1.
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Digital Differential Pressure Adapter 

return to normal operating conditions before using it. WARRANTY. The DPA1 ... Copyright © 2018 Kane USA Inc. All Rights Reserved. iOS® and Android™ are ...
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Differential GPS - Size 

Seems like some things. Rudy Penteado and the Hewlett-Packard 95LX computer used as the moving map screen in the Genese system. 56 OCTOBER 1993 ...
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Compression Sigma 8mm - Michel Thoby 

Measured Vs Theoretical Angle of View Sigma 8mm/EOS 300D. -150. -100. -50. 0. 50. 100. 150. -2000. -1500. -1000. -500. 0. 500. 1000. 1500. 2000.
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Satellite image compression by concurrent 

Finally, a specific bit-plane encoder derived from the CCSDS recommenda- ..... is the gain over the reference results obtained by compressing the same images with .... (2005). URL http://public.ccsds.org/publications/archive/122x0b1c2.pdf. 2. ... htt
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